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THESIS STATEMENT
My photographs explore the darker side of a bland
society. My images are an attempt to crystallize the pri
mal, the fantastic, the ambiguous, and even the bizarre.
I am not interested in expressing time or place but
only in synchronizing many activities into one timeless
placeless event. The pageant becomes a pretentious dis
play a show that conceals a lack of real importance or any
real meaning. On stage the female is on display; she is
manipulated, touched, violated by the lights, the sets, and
the conventions typified by the male gaze. She becomes
something unnatural a pale aberration drained of blood.
She is not the glamorous spectacle that we would expect to
see.
I have spent these last two years lurking about in the
shadows trying to observe without being observed hoping to
photography without the pressure of my camera altering the
behavior of those being photographed. To do this, I have
tapped heavily into the tradition of the street shooters and
have incorporated undercover and surveillance techniques.
vm
PEOPLE IN PUBLIC PLACES
CHAPTER I
EVOLUTION
I was photographing parties, mostly gallery openings,
in the beginning. I was fascinated by the dress, the pos
turing, and gestures that the participants assumed. I
quickly discovered, however, that as soon as my camera and
flash became apparent that everyone's attitudes changed.
People began to act for my camera or they avoided me entire
ly. After much trial and error with push processing, high
speed films, and smaller cameras; I decided to use a small
35mm Olympus XA with a 25R (red) filter placed behind the
lens and a flash covered with an 87C (infrared) filter.
Kodak high speed infrared film was used exclusively through
out this work. This combination allowed me to shoot in any
lighting condition maintaining a minimal disturbance to
those around me.
Clothing with many large pockets enabled me to conceal
the camera. The flash was virtually invisible to the human
eye and the camera nearly noiseless so with a little care on
my part, I could photograph almost unnoticed.
I broadened my subject groups from the gallery openings
to shooting at practically any event where people congregated
1
2the Lilac Festival, state fairs, Renaissance feasts,
county fairs, canal days, etc. At almost all of these
events at one point or another, a number of women would be
paraded across a stage in any manner of dress in front of a
predominantly male crowd. After noticing this, I began to
study this phenomena and focused my shooting upon this pag
eantry. The infrared film was perfect for this endeavor.
The flash and film cut through the glamour. Women became
pale aberrations as if drained of blood and self-
determination. I forced the composition important elements
barely encroaching the outer boundaries of the frame. Males
looming monolithically in the twilight caused by the flash's
falloff poised as sinister attendants always surrounding the
women .
I began to compare the different types of pageantry and
decided to set the Miss America pageant as the most accepted
form and the strip bar as the least accepted with the beauty
competitions such as the Miss Black Velvet and Venus Swim-
wear competitions in the middle. I then began to compare
and contrast the different events. From a visual stand
point, I found them after much reflection to be much the
same, different only in society's acceptance and the amount,
to a greater or lesser degree, of how much bare skin was
exposed.
CHAPTER II
AESTHETICS
With this work I attempted to find a common thread
between all the subjects that I photographed. That thread
is the way in which I see them the way those subjects work
with flash and infrared. As one goes from one image to
another, there is a commonality. That commonality is de
rived not only from the subjects being from the same kind of
events but also from how all of these people were illuminat
ed by my flash and recorded on the film and my style, the
methodology which I used as I entered and photographed these
events .
In some cases this show meets the criteria for a
documentary work. The material appears to be a true and
accurate representation of the events portrayed. But there
the resemblance ends. Each picture is taken out of context
when sequenced against the others. My shooting style not
only distorts the camera's vision, but my sequencing and
selection of events create a fictional narrative across the
gallery walls. This work does not have the true objective
vision required of a documentary- I chose to make the
aesthetics of this show a commentary about photography and
an exploration of my vision as a photographer rather than
4purely document an event, a place, or a time.
As I printed these negatives, I found that the negative
carrier cropped as much as ten percent of the negative.
Since so much of the camera's vision places many important
elements at the very extreme edge of the negative, it became
necessary to file down the edges of the negative carrier.
This not only allowed me to print full frame but provided a
black border around each print. It was possible to crop out
the black border using the easel blades, but I chose to
leave it. This border became a uniform element that helped
provide continuity between all the prints. It played upon
an older street shooting aesthetic providing a layer of
separation between this work and general documentary. Most
of all, however, the dark ragged edges complemented the
gritty feeling of the work.
Toning was also a matter of personal taste. The brown
tone accentuated the unique infrared flesh tones, provided
another level of delineation between my work and the docu
mentary style, and was complemented by the color of the
walls of the Rochester Institute of Technology Photography
Gallery.
Once I had come to the conclusion that there was really
very little difference between the levels of pageantry, I
planned to intermix the sequence of strip shows, pageants,
and other related events so as to give the illusion that all
of these events were one manifestation of a social activity.
I included pictures of backstage activities and pictures
5from animal shows as metaphors for the action taking place
in the pageants. Perhaps the best example of this is illus
trated in the grouping in slide C. On this wall I hung two
groups of four 16"' x 20" pictures separated by a 20" x 24."
In the left grouping in the lower right-hand position, you
will see a picture of a dog behind bars with a set of ampu
tated arms reaching towards it. Diagonal to this picture
you will see an image of a girl with her head amputated
walking across a floor that mimics in pattern the bars of
the cage the dog is behind.
In the grouping of four pictures on the right, you will
find a dog in the upper right image with little pointed
ears, little pointed claws, and bowed legs. Directly below
that is the back of a woman, the tonalities of skin and fur
are the same the woman's little pointed spike heels accen
tuates the roundness of her buttocks mirroring the curves of
the dog's bowed legs and spike claws. The tails of her tux
reflect the shape of the dog's pointed ears. In the center
of the two groupings, the large 20" x 24" blends the people-
animal analogy further. The large bald man gazes at the
woman hiding behind the feathered bird mask. I repeated
this theme throughout the show. In one case (slide F) I
used a stuffed animal in the background. In another (slide
K) where a person makes direct eye contact, I placed a pic
ture next to it which has an animal with the identical type
of gaze. On an adjacent wall between two pictures of parad
ing youth is a juvenile wearing an animal mask. (slide E)
6The purpose of these people-animal metaphors was to
illustrate the animalistic behavior of the human beings both
as spectators and as participants in these events.
CHAPTER III
BRINGING HOME THE BACON
EVEN WHEN THE HOG'S
NOT COOPERATING
It was necessary for me to blend in with the environ
ment and to photograph in a covert manner in order to
produce the images in this show.
This involved imitating the people around me and acting
in a manner that gave a plausible reason for my presence so
that once accepted into the gathering, I would be ignored by
the crowd.
At some events professional photographers are an
accepted part of the crowd. By merely presenting myself
dressed in the trappings of my profession, I had a passport
to free admittance to many events. In other cases appearing
to be the proud papa or slightly over exuberant relative
with his new point-and-shoot camera was more appropriate.
To blend in with the crowd was the point appearance,
attire, and behavior must be customized to the event or more
importantly to the crowd with which I was attempting to
blend.
Every event has its own rules of behavior and as long
as a photographer can work within these standards, he will
usually go unnoticed. For example, at the Miss America
8pageants there is a proper location where all of the
photographers work. This is an area where the pageant
director has determined that the contestants will be shown
to the maximum advantage and from which the judges will not
be visible. The pageant administration is adamant about
anyone looking over the judges' shoulders. Any time someone
wanders away from that spot to photograph the stagehands
moving props, for example, he will be quickly escorted back
to his proper position. The other sensitive environment in
which I worked was the strip show. Whether or not you have
permission to work at one of these places, the sensitivity
of the clientele must be taken into consideration as well as
your personal safety.
I planned these events carefully. I parked facing out
into an open area which facilitated rapid movement, the car
keys were placed in an easily accessible pocket. Upon
entering the bar, I stood just to one side of the entrance
and allowed my eyes to adjust to the darkness. Then I
scanned the bar, looking first to find all the emergency
exits, noting in particular which ones set off alarms. The
alarms could have been valuable in creating mass confusion
should the need for a hasty egress been required. I then
checked for the bar's employees, particularly bouncers, on
and off duty. Location of the managers, bartenders, and
security cameras were also noted. Finally I looked for a
place to sit. This should be somewhere in a dark shadow
where I would be unnoticeable with lots of tables and chairs
9to hide my movements but also offering room to photograph
and access to the passage of the employees so that there is
a continuous stream of new subject matter.
At this time several possible escape routes should be
considered. If possible, never work alone. After all this,
it is a matter of patience wait for the picture to come.
To go chasing after a picture is to step outside of the
behavior patterns of the event and to ask for trouble.
Smile and nod your head a lot. If you do not wish to
confront someone, don't make eye contact. Behave and dress
like everyone else. Be very polite to the staff. Watch
from the corner of your eye while facing elsewhere and try
not to stare at the customers. Always shoot with the camera
in a concealed position. The less time the camera is
exposed, the better. The camera should move easily
slipping in and out of its hiding spot. That action needs
to be well-rehearsed as an awkward movement or a fumble
would draw attention to yourself. Camera noise is not a
problem as the loud rock music will cover it nicely -
Remember these points:
Cover: Can someone hit you?
Concealment: Who can see you? Can anyone see
your camera?
Camouflage: If you can be seen, are you
recognizable for what you really are and
is your camera recognizable as a camera?
The ultimate way to photograph strip bars is to locate
10
those that occasionally have camera nights. In such cases,
you may even receive a model release. These places are
usually hard to find and expensive, but relatively safe.
Working in the bars forced me to "hide" and wait for
the picture to come to me. If I had not adopted that
strategy, I would never have been able to photograph in many
of those places. I missed many shots that I would have like
to have included because I was unable to chase after them.
The stationary camera position affected the appearance of
much of the work. Since I did not want people to know I was
taking their pictures, I did not expose the camera when the
subject was looking at it. Therefore, there are very few
pictures in which direct eye contact is made with the
viewer. For the same reason, there are many pictures taken
of the back or side of people. I allowed the person's
gestures and body language to convey what would usually be
indicated by facial expressions (see slides 18 and 40) .
The low camera angle which I used helped to keep the
camera concealed. Slide 1 is a good example as is slide 26.
This forced perspective gives many of the subjects an
ominous looming larger-than-life appearance.
CHAPTER IV
TECHNICAL DATA
Ninety percent of the work was shot with an Olympus XA
camera with an All flash. An 87C filter was taped over the
flash. The camera had either a 15 yellow filter or a 25 red
filter taped between the lens and the film. The flash was
covered with an 87C opaque filter which emits virtually no
light. I found after extensive testing than when used in
total darkness, there was virtually no difference in
exposure between the two filters, but in daylight the 25 red
which filters out both blue and green light was far superior
to the 15 yellow filter. The other ten percent of the
images were taken with a Nikon F3 with a 25 red filter over
the lens and a Vivitar 283 flash with an 87C filter over the
flash. Kodak high speed infrared film was used throughout
and exposure and development was in accordance with the
manufacturer's directions.
The show was printed on Kodak poly fiber at
16" x 20"
and 20" x 24." The large 30" x 40" was printed on Agfa
Portriga. All prints were toned to completion with Kodak
brown toner. All processing was done in accordance with the
manufacturer's directions with the utmost care to produce
the finest in print quality and archival standards.
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CHAPTER V
EDITING AND HANGING
THE SHOW
My thesis board was a great help in editing and se
quencing for the final show.
We decided to limit the very large pictures to one a
30" x 40" on the front wall which was visible from the
gallery entrance as a type of advertisement. For scale and
continuity, all other prints would be either 20" x 24" or
16" x 20." I decided that there would be no typography past
the entry way. This was in keeping with my earlier stated
desire to blend all the different works together as if they
were one creating a dialogue or, in this case, a fiction
upon the walls. This also forces the viewer to come to
his/her own conclusions without being swayed by titles and
dates under each photograph. Even though I did not want
text to sway the opinions of the viewers, I did not want
them to miss the point altogether. The very first picture
sets the tone, two sinister monolithic males loom in the
foreground forming an obviously tender male-female interac
tion.
The next sequence (slide E) starts us off with the
pageantry theme. The last picture in this group the couple
with the 3-D glasses connects all of the pictures in this
12
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group and very subtly starts the viewer and voyeur theme.
Selecting the photographs in order to group and hang in
such a way as to reinforce and build upon these themes as
well as to hold continuity throughout the show required much
revision. Fortunately, there was ample footage from which
to select and my thesis board was more than willing to help
choose and to try alternative collections.
As I hung this show, I grouped and sequenced the photo
graphs together so that the meaning of each individual
picture played off its neighboring pictures and created a
message stronger than the sum of the equivalent parts (for
example, look at slide J) .
I placed this group carefully so that whether viewed
first or last, it would reinforce the structure of the show.
The first picture is a 20" x 24" of a woman pointing to the
right. If this was the last picture you saw, this picture
would work as a period at the end of the sentence and pro
vide a leading arm pointing you back into the show. It also
leads you back into the grouping. On the far side of this
group is a single
16" x 20" with the announcer pointing in
much the same manner as woman in the first picture. The
entire group also works as an arrow, a leading element with
one 20" x 24" to the left of two
16" x 20" stacked with a
single 16" x 20" to the right. The very shape of this group
tends to move the audience into or back into the show.
Another example of how sequencing and grouping were
used to strengthen the overall show is shown in slide H a
14
grouping of four pictures. Notice how the line in the
mannequin moves from left to right and down into the lower
right hand diagonal picture through the arm and around the
woman's waist. Also note the similarity of tonal values
between the mannequin and the dancer's clothing. The state
ment implied here is that the perfect woman is represented
by the decapitated mannequin while in the next picture the
perfect woman is decapitated by the camera and clothed by
the infrared film in the same slick texture and tonality as
the mannequin. Note in the upper left picture the light
shinning down into a puddle of light on the wall. The
puddle of light seems to flow across the boundary between
the two pictures to illuminate the wall of the image below
it. The photograph in the upper right balances this group
of four and ties this grouping to the images in the grouping
to the immediate right.
These are some of the tactics I used in this show to
provide continuity and to lead the audience into a realiza
tion of the show's message.
CHAPTER VI
EXHIBITION RESPONSE
The response to this work was mixed and overwhelming.
The opening reception began on Monday afternoon at four
o'clock. There was a continuous crowd until around nine.
At 10:30 while we were cleaning up, there were still people
wandering in to view the show. Approximately one hundred
people attended the opening. The thesis defense took place
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 with about ten people in attend
ance. The discussion lasted approximately one hour.
The comment book reflected the mixed reviews expressed
at the opening. Many people were quite pleased with this
version of the show. Others had moral objections to its
harsh depiction of reality. Regardless of the fiction I
created by mixing events out of context, I believe firmly
that this show is a true and accurate representation of how
I perceived at least the facade of the society I photo
graphed.
One comment, however, far outweighs the rest. A woman
who had danced in a club for a living thanked me stating
that "I like how you have portrayed the people here. It is
sensitive, yet makes a point about a reality that is not.
I'd feel you have validly portrayed the mood."
15
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
The road towards any goal is often long and harrowing
with many unexpected twists and turns. There is no way in
which I could have predicted four years ago that after many
trials and tribulations, I would conclude my residency at
Rochester Institute of Technology with a show of this type.
To me this thesis has been far more important that just
a one-man show or a written report. It has been an
accumulation of experiences and memories an attempt to
coalesce education into a tangible experience. Even if the
show and thesis had been a total flop, the time spent in
striving and in reflection while working towards this goal
provided a stepping stone towards greater understanding and
improvement in future endeavors. I have attempted to take a
style, a vision, and a technigue and blend them into a
visual smorgasbord in an attempt to amuse, to stimulate, and
perhaps to move an audience. One thing, however, is
certain. From my professors, my colleagues, and my
critics, I have received far more than I could have hoped.
I plan to continue my exploration of infrared and how
artistic license can be applied to the pure documentary
genre. I would like to experiment with the connecting of
16
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two images in order to contrast different events and to
extend the relationships of time and graphic unity.
In Chapter I, I stated that there was very little
difference between the pageantry of the barroom and that of
the Miss America pageant. Compare the image in slide 21 to
that in slide 48. Note the same kind of clothes, the same
type of formation, the same sort of leering men. In a
comparison of slide 12 with slide 42, you will notice that
the women on display are framed by other women both talking
and looking at each other totally oblivious to what is
going on around them but ultimately they are either a
participant or a product of that event.
In both cases you see the same event, only one is
considered socially acceptable and the other socially
demeaning. In reality I see no difference nor can I apply
social stigma to the women who participate in these
activities. The only difference comes from the sponsors of
these events. Colgate lends an air of respectability to an
event in contrast to Joe's Bar and Grill; but regardless of
the ambience, the spectacles are remarkably similar.
When I entered the strip bars, I went with the
preconception that in some manner these women were being
exploited. After interviewing these ladies, I was not so
sure. The women with whom I talked were happy to have the
jobs, felt free to quit at any time, and stated that there
was no way they could earn as much money any where else.
Several who had made nude dancing a career had gone to
18
considerable lengths through training and costuming to
perfect their craft.
Perhaps more than anything, I learned that people are
far more diverse and complicated than can be accounted by
any one postulate.
APPENDIX A
Diagram of the Rochester Institute
of Technology Photography Gallery
Showing the Grouping of Images
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LEGEND: The letter in the circle refers to the slides in the
appendix and the location of the camera. The arrow shows the
direction of the shot. All photographs made with a 2 8mm lens.
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APPEXDIX B
Slides of the Groups of Images
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APPEXDIX C
Slides of Each Image in the Show
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